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Executive Summary

This National Association of State Budget Officers (NASBO) project and report, supported by a grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, presents both the current landscape of state higher education finance and opportunities for improving it—from the perspective of state budget officers.

The current approach to funding public higher education may have worked well in past decades, but fiscal changes at the federal and state levels make reform inevitable. Present financing models are unsustainable and the incentives created by them need to change.

Public Higher Education Funding Landscape

Following are some of the key forces and challenges currently facing public higher education finance, which policymakers at the state level as well as higher education institution officials should keep in mind when developing and assessing the merits of potential reforms.

- **Enrollment growth will persist.** The postsecondary funding problem will not gradually fade away, even if enrollment growth rates appear to be slowing. To meet future goals for increased degree attainment, enrollments will need to continue to grow for the foreseeable future.

- **State funding will be limited.** State revenues for higher education are still a major source of operating support for public higher education institutions. However, state funds for higher education have been declining on a per capita basis and as a percentage of state appropriations. State spending on higher education is also more erratic than other major areas of state spending—higher increases of state funds for higher education in ‘good economic times,’ and deeper reductions in ‘bad economic times.’

- **Tuition growth rates will need to slow.** Students are paying more, but in many cases, less is being spent on them. When state and other funds have declined, institutions have tended to shift costs on to student tuitions and fees. Tuitions are rising much more rapidly than spending. One driver of tuition increases is replacement of state funds. However, higher education may have less and less of an ability to increase tuition, as current trends indicate that softened market demand will require institutions to slow tuition growth rates going forward.

- **Institutions’ spending patterns raise some questions.** Until the 2008 recession, institutional spending patterns showed more evidence of cost shifting and budget balancing than cost reduction or restructuring. Over time, spending on instruction has declined slightly, and administrative and general support costs have increased. Lower division education (freshman and sophomore levels) has historically been a source of ‘cross-subsidy’ to upper division and graduate education, a spending practice that may be contributing to high rates of attrition in the first two years of college.

- **States are focusing more on performance.** State budgeting practices have changed over time, and a number of states have experimented with and/or implemented some form of performance-based or outcomes-based budgeting models for higher education and other program areas. This trend is expected to continue as many state officials have proposed tying additional public funds for higher education to increased higher education performance.

- **The federal fiscal and policy role is evolving.** Although states have historically been the primary funders of higher education, the federal fiscal role is growing as tuition rates, and federal financial aid spending, have increased. In addition, at the federal government level, key leaders including the President have been discussing policy changes involving increased accountability, containing costs, and making higher education more affordable.

State Efforts to Improve Higher Education

Some states have already been making great strides in addressing these challenges. These efforts entail a number of financing and management strategies focused on funding performance, restricting tuition increases, expanding access, improving information, and increasing cost-efficiency. Some promising strategies identified in one or more states are highlighted on the next page.
Financing and Management Strategies: Options for States to Consider

**FUNDING PERFORMANCE AND RESULTS**
- Distribute a set percentage of funding (or any increase in appropriations) to institutions based on certain performance targets.
- Allocate all appropriations based on an outcomes-based funding formula.
- Build performance models tailored to institutional mission.
- Reward institutions that increase number of degrees in workforce priority areas.
- Encourage institutions to use performance information to make targeted investments.

**RESTRICTING TUITION INCREASES**
- Set tuition and fee levels through central coordinating board appointed by the governor.
- Buy down system’s tuition increase with a designated amount of general funds.
- Require institution to keep tuition increase below historical average in order to qualify for a pot of money set aside by the state.
- Require that undergraduate tuition increase not exceed historical average increase.
- Set maximum tuition increase allowed by institutions.
- Encourage institutions to find innovative ways to offer low-cost degree options for students.
- Establish guaranteed tuition plan to enable students to pay the same tuition rate for four years.
- Eliminate use of tuition set-asides for financial aid purposes and replace with a new or expanded state grant program.

**EXPANDING ACCESS**
- Award funding premium to institutions for graduating financially at-risk or nontraditional students.
- Steer more students to start postsecondary education at community colleges.
- Simplify and streamline transfer process from community college to four-year institutions.
- Add or expand need-based scholarship programs.

**IMPROVING USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT HIGHER EDUCATION SPENDING AND RESULTS**
- Require institutions to submit detailed cost and performance information to state budget offices for use in decision-making.
- Establish standards for institutions to follow in disclosing key accountability and financial metrics to the public to make students and parents more informed consumers.

**INCREASING COST-EFFICIENCY**
- Conduct multi-year expenditure forecasts to encourage long-term investments.
- Require student vote on all amenity and facility upgrades, and provide students information about the costs and additional revenue required for such upgrades.
- Create incentives to promote spending on deferred maintenance.
- Require institutions to set aside some tuition revenue for infrastructure projects.
- Offer more introductory courses online or in re-engineered formats.
- Limit number of credits that institutions can require for degree completion.
- Reward institutions and students to encourage on-time or accelerated degree completion.
- Restrict remediation coursework at four-year institutions and redesign remedial education.
- Realign institutional structures to capture administrative efficiency gains and avoid duplication.
- Establish entity(ies) to identify and recommend cost-cutting strategies.
Opportunities for Change

State and higher education officials will need to work together even more closely to deal with the significant challenges facing higher education finance and increase postsecondary attainment while reducing costs. The imperative for change is evident, and there are numerous available opportunities for states and higher education institutions to collaborate through reforming approaches to financing, perhaps the single most important policy lever for reform. Opportunities for change include:

- **Performance funding.** Performance funding approaches have emerged as a compelling strategy for states to exercise more influence over the priorities and outcomes of public higher education institutions. While many such methods are in the experimental stage and have their limitations, perhaps their greatest potential benefit at this point is in helping to align public goals with institutional missions, and to improve use of data to monitor student performance and retention. Increased serious discussion alone about improving performance can be a positive development.

- **Appropriate role of student tuition.** Student tuition policies in public institutions should be based on a shared understanding of the appropriate role for tuition in relation to costs and benefits, and not just what the market will bear. States need to set policies that combat institutional incentives to simply raise tuition, overuse student fees, discount tuition, and increase out-of-state enrollment.

- **Increasing access and attainment.** Maximizing education access and attainment of a state’s population needs to be a key part of the mission of any public higher education system. State and higher education officials can work together to strengthen need-based grant aid programs—both at the state and institutional levels—and align accountability and performance incentives to encourage, not penalize, institutions to educate and graduate low-income and at-risk students. States can also partner with and invest more in community colleges and vocational and technical education schools.

- **Information access and reliability.** States and institutions use different measures to account for spending and changes over time—leading to real gaps in understanding about both revenues and spending. Sound decision-making—on the part of states, institutions, and consumers—requires reliable, consistent, and accessible information on revenues, expenditures, costs, and benefits.

- **Reducing costs.** Institutions must curb costs, as well as manage and spend resources wisely and effectively, to put public higher education on a sustainable fiscal path. Efficiency gains can be captured through strategies like shared administrative services, reducing duplication, streamlining application and enrollment processes, and leveraging new technologies. These efforts can also support (both directly and indirectly through freed-up resources) initiatives to restrict tuition increases, expand access, and improve information.

However, it will take time for this larger agenda for reform to be developed, adopted and implemented. In many cases, higher education finance may have to be reformed incrementally when opportunities for change present themselves. Though, the urgent need to put public higher education on a sustainable path calls for some steps to be taken immediately. Not all priorities are equal, and some states will have different circumstances and objectives. As a state chooses which items to focus on first, taking the following steps may offer a good starting point:

- **Align public goals with higher education outcomes and institutional missions.** Through collaborative strategic planning, create measures for key outcomes and establish a process for institutions to report progress to stakeholders and the public.

- **Develop differential funding strategies for different institutions or sectors.** Based on the contribution of those institutions to the public agenda, and in light of other resources available to them. In some states, that effectively will mean allocating more ‘new’ state dollars to public masters’ institutions than to either community colleges or research institutions, and allowing the research universities to increase tuitions. The decisions will be different in other states. Treating institutions or sectors equitably may not be the best use of funds in the years ahead.

- **Push a “re-set” button on formulae for building the base budget, including old cost-based formulae and procedures for funding ‘fixed costs’ before workload or improvement, and move to funding over multiple years based on performance or outcomes as well as enrollments. New funding mechanisms need to create the right incentives and be tied to results such as greater degree attainment, reduced growth in tuition and fees, and reinvestment of ‘savings’ in innovations and in areas that are priorities for the institution and the state.**

- **Fix the metrics.** State budget officials and institutional leaders too often talk past one another in discussions about state finance and institutional costs. Leaving aside issues of what funding levels should be, the two sides should be able to agree about basic facts for how to account for funds in higher education, including accountability metrics for spending and performance.

- **Control the growth in spending for employee benefits, either through action by the state when state policies drive benefits, or through pressure on the institutional governing boards.** If employee benefit cost growth is not reduced, all new funds going to higher education—and this increasingly means student tuition revenues—may have to go to pay for employee benefits rather than for increased capacity or quality.
Introduction

This National Association of State Budget Officers (NASBO) report presents the current landscape of state higher education finance, identifies strategies used by states to achieve postsecondary education goals, and highlights opportunities to improve outcomes while reducing costs.

Higher education, like many areas of state spending, has experienced public funding erosion in today’s challenging budget environment. Yet, higher education’s financial problems are unique in some respects, largely because postsecondary institutions have other sources of revenue in addition to state appropriations. The availability of alternative revenue sources, such as tuition and fees, helps explain why state funding for higher education tends to be more volatile than for other program areas. While state appropriators are typically generous to higher education in good fiscal periods, they tend to disproportionately cut funding during severe revenue downturns.

In recent years, tough fiscal constraints have led to the shifting of a larger share of the higher education financial burden from the state to the individual, rather than a reduction in costs and/or improvement in efficiency. Despite funding cuts, however, state dollars and policy decisions still play a key role in the public higher education system, with state funding support accounting for more than half of public higher education revenue for general operating expenses. While this paper focuses primarily on state spending for higher education operating budgets, it is important to remember that states also make significant contributions to institutions through providing state-funded financial aid programs and financing for capital projects, subjects touched upon later in this paper.

There are a number of different elements to the state higher education financing situation. None alone captures all of the dynamics at work, which are not just about financing higher education institutions, or even about keeping tuitions low, but also about ways to use resources to meet public needs for higher education. The key message throughout this analysis is that states have the ability, through the budget process and in collaboration with higher education institutions, to implement postsecondary education reforms that lead to better outcomes, such as higher completion rates, increased access, improved preparation of graduates for the workforce, and greater earning potential with less student debt.

Part I of this report draws from existing research to describe the forces and challenges affecting public higher education finance, beginning with: 1) growing demand for higher education; 2) state fiscal conditions and stiff competition for funds; 3) rising tuition and cost-shifting; 4) institutional spending trends; 5) evolving state budgeting practices; and 6) changing federal role in postsecondary finance. Part II highlights specific examples of how various states have employed state policy and budgeting strategies to address some of these issues to better achieve the public goals of higher education. Drawing on background research and specific state examples, Part III of this analysis identifies key opportunities for state budget offices and higher education institutions to work together to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the public higher education system. Finally, Part IV summarizes recommendations for using state finance strategies to reform the nation’s public postsecondary education system.

States have the ability, through the budget process and in collaboration with higher education institutions, to implement postsecondary education reforms that lead to better outcomes.
Part I: Public Higher Education Funding Landscape

Many of the trends affecting state funding of higher education are not different from those facing other areas of public support. Public assistance, Medicaid, K-12 schools, corrections and general government have all been affected by lean state revenues and in many cases have been forced to cut costs and re-evaluate functions. This has led in some cases to painful actions but also to improved efficiencies and money savings in certain processes. In the case of public higher education, however, certain aspects and challenges are somewhat unique. Concentrating on these unique challenges helps to focus on places where changes in policy and practice might make a difference in improving capacity to meet public needs.

Growing Demand for Postsecondary Education

The postsecondary funding problem will not gradually fade away, even if enrollment growth rates appear to be slowing. Overall, the student population is still growing and, to meet future goals for increased degree attainment, enrollment capacity will need to continue increasing for the foreseeable future.

In the last thirty years, postsecondary enrollments have increased rapidly nationwide. Between 2000 and 2010, undergraduate enrollment in public institutions grew at a rate more than six times that of K-12. Public sector enrollments continue to constitute over three-quarters of total postsecondary enrollments, although their market share is declining because of the rapid growth in enrollments in private colleges and universities. (See Table 1.)

The demographic characteristics of incoming students have changed as well, and students are increasingly coming from families living in or near poverty. Enrollment demand from older working adults also continues to grow, although not at the rate of recent high school graduates in the last few years.

Going forward, expectations are that enrollment growth will continue, although the rate of growth will taper off as the number of high school graduates declines. Enrollments of recent high school graduates may decline in a number of states, although demand among older adults is expected to continue to grow. Overall, the average enrollment growth rate could decline to close to one percent per year. While this may still be a fairly healthy rate of increase, it is considerably lower than the two-to-five percent increases seen in many states in the 2000’s.

The other factor influencing future demand for higher education is the growing call from many public policy makers for the United States to increase postsecondary attainment to meet future needs for educated workers. Estimates from various sources suggest that within the next fifteen years around 50-55 percent of the adult population will need to have some type of postsecondary credential (not necessarily a degree)—up considerably from current credential/degree attainment levels of around 40 percent. Accomplishing that in the next decade will require increases in degree production in the vicinity of 2-4 percent per year, compounded annually. There is also growing emphasis being placed on STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) education at all levels to ensure that the U.S. remains economically competitive globally, and education in these disciplines tends to be more expensive than in other fields.

Current aggregate rates of degree production (measured as the number of degrees awarded relative to enrollments) have been increasing slightly—around 0.75 percent per year in the last few years—a heartening increase in performance, but far less than what is needed to meet the national attainment rate goals. Accomplishing this growth in educational production will be difficult under the best of circumstances, and the educational challenges of getting more students through high school academically prepared to suc-
ceed in college are enormous. The financing challenge will, of course, also be significant.

Texas offers a prime example of a state where demographics are shifting in a way that has important implications for public higher education. Not only has the state’s total population consistently grown more rapidly than the nation has as a whole in every decade since 1850, but it continues to grow more racially and ethnically diverse. In 1980, 66 percent of the population was white while 21 percent was Hispanic. By 2006, whites accounted for just 48 percent of the population, while the Hispanic population comprised 36 percent. Meanwhile, the educational attainment of Hispanics, as well as of African Americans, in Texas continues to lag behind that of whites. In light of these trends, in 2000 the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB) launched its master plan, Closing the Gaps by 2015, focused on several goals, including increasing higher education participation rates across Texas and closing the gap in enrollment by ethnic group in the state. According to THECB’s most recent progress report, improvements have been made, but challenges persist with respect to participation rates and degree completion among African Americans and Hispanics. Texas policymakers continue to focus initiatives on increasing educational attainment in the state.

**Tough Competition for State Funds**

State revenues for higher education are still a major source of operating support for public higher education institutions. However, lean state revenues have led to a decline in higher education appropriations on a per capita basis and as a percentage of total state appropriations. State spending on higher education is also more erratic compared to other major areas of state spending—higher increases in ‘good times,’ and deeper reductions in ‘bad times.’ Consequently, this has led many public institutions to call for greater flexibility and independence from state government.

**TABLE 1: ENROLLMENT GROWTH IN U.S. EDUCATION, 1980–2011 (IN THOUSANDS)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Elementary/Secondary</td>
<td>40,877</td>
<td>41,217</td>
<td>47,204</td>
<td>49,306</td>
<td>49,422</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Elementary/Secondary</td>
<td>5,331</td>
<td>5,648</td>
<td>6,169</td>
<td>5,398</td>
<td>5,324</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>-12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Postsecondary Undergraduate</td>
<td>8,442</td>
<td>9,710</td>
<td>10,539</td>
<td>13,704</td>
<td>14,134</td>
<td>62.3%</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Postsecondary Undergraduate</td>
<td>2,033</td>
<td>2,250</td>
<td>2,616</td>
<td>4,374</td>
<td>4,413</td>
<td>115.2%</td>
<td>67.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate and professional, public and private</td>
<td>1,622</td>
<td>1,860</td>
<td>2,157</td>
<td>2,937</td>
<td>3,028</td>
<td>81.1%</td>
<td>38.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING LANDSCAPE

**FIGURE 1: STATE EXPENDITURES, FY1987–FY2011**

![Graph showing state expenditures from FY1987 to FY2011](image)

Note: “Other” includes state contributions to pensions and health insurance, children’s health insurance program (CHIP), institutional and community care for mental health, public health programs, economic development, state police, parks and recreations, housing, and general aid to local governments.


**FIGURE 2: CHANGES IN DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL STATE EXPENDITURES OVER TIME**

![Bar chart showing changes in distribution over time](image)

**FIGURE 3: ANNUAL PERCENT CHANGE IN HIGHER EDUCATION APPROPRIATIONS, FY1960–FY2012**

![Graph showing annual percent change](image)

Overall state funding for higher education has grown fairly consistently until the last few years of the recent downturn, up by around 25 percent nationwide during the 2000-2010 decade. At the same time, total state spending is growing at a faster rate than is state support for higher education, which means that higher education’s share of total state spending is declining. (See Figures 1 and 2.) Probably more important (since funding can increase even as the share of appropriations declines), state funding has generally not kept pace either with enrollment growth or Consumer Price Index (CPI)-measured inflation. Nonetheless, it should be noted that public funding for colleges and universities has indeed increased in most years, demonstrating that higher education remains a priority for state governments.

The state general fund revenue pattern fluctuates somewhat from year to year, up in good economic times, and down in bad economic times. Until 1990 overall state appropriations for higher education—not adjusted for FTE enrollments—increased each year at a fairly healthy rate of more than 5 percent per year. But there were significant variations along the way, with a great deal of instability over time in funding from year to year. (See Figure 3.) Since 1990, the picture has changed, with overall funding declining in 4 of those years, and average increases over time dropping to around 2.5 percent per year.6

Budget analysts and higher education advocates have characterized higher education as a structural ‘balance wheel’ inside state budgets, as it constitutes the largest area where spending is not driven by mandates or entitlements, and where tuition and fees can be raised to compensate for reductions in state spending.7 Looking at per capita (e.g., adjusted for enrollments) spending for higher education between 1987 and 2010, in 2008 constant (inflation-adjusted) dollars, state general fund spending for higher education ranged from a low in 2010 of $6278 per FTE against highs in the late 1980’s and again in the early 2000’s of around $7800—a 20 percent range. (See Figure 4.) State spending for Medicaid per beneficiary and corrections per inmate also show fluctuations over time, but within a narrower range. Of course, even as the per capita costs in Medicaid have declined somewhat, the share of spending on Medicaid continues to rise—because of growth in the eligible population. The latest NASBO State Expenditure Report shows that Medicaid expenditures accounted for 23.7 percent of total state spending and 16.7 percent of general fund spending in fiscal 2011, compared to 19.7 percent of total state spending and 15.2 percent of general fund spending one decade earlier. According to estimated data, Medicaid spending continued to rise in fiscal 2012 as a share of state spending, accounting for 23.9 percent of total state expenditures and 19.6 percent of general fund expenditures.8

Higher education analysts (and advocates) have made much of the fact that the proportion of state spending now going to higher education is lower than in the past. They also point to their own budgets and to the shrinking share of total institutional spending coming from state revenues. Both points are used to support their calls for greater regulatory freedom from state government. While it is objectively true that the share of state spending going to higher education has declined over time, in most states this is also true of every other area of state spending except for Medicaid.

It is also the case that state revenues have declined as a proportion of institutional budgets, but not quite to the level claimed by some presidents of research universities who also count research contracts and grants, hospitals and auxiliary enterprises inside their bottom lines. Revenues for research and auxiliary enterprises are not fungible; they are special purpose revenues that are not directly available for general purposes. If institutions count only general purpose revenues, there are just two major sources—state appropriations and tuition and fees.

Unfortunately, this is evidence of a serious communication problem between state officials and higher education advocates. The importance of state funding support for higher education operating costs and capital expenditures should be recognized, as should the fact that state monies for higher education have indeed increased year over year in all but the worst years of a revenue downturn or major recession like the most recent one.

Rising Tuition and Cost Shifting

Whenever state funds have declined, institutions have tended to shift costs to student tuitions and fees. Tuitions are rising much more rapidly than spending. While one driver of tuition increases is replacement of state funds, other ways of keeping costs from rising have not necessarily been undertaken. Students are paying more, but in many cases less is being spent on them. Higher education may have less and less of an ability to increase tuition, as current trends indicate that softened market demand will require institutions to slow tuition growth rates going forward.

The issue of rising college tuitions is the most common frame for the higher education ‘cost problem.’ The current cost trajectory—and the ability to keep increasing tuition—appears to be unsustainable. Other actions by higher education such as increasing efficiencies may have to occur. Average published tuition and fees at public four-year institutions increased by 31 percent, after adjusting for inflation, between 2002-03 and 2007-08 and by another 27 percent between 2007-08 and 2012-13. Private nonprofit four-year colleges and universities
had smaller, but still sizeable, increases in published tuition and fee rates, which on average rose by 13 percent from 2007-08 to 2012-13, after adjusting for inflation. 

By any measure, college prices are increasing more rapidly than virtually all other major consumer spending areas, excluding health care costs. (See Figure 5.) Negative public and policy reactions to rising prices have also increased, and with them the critiques of spending priorities within higher education. The public values higher education and sees a great need for it. At the same time, it also sees higher education moving out of reach financially, and questions about the value of the investment are arising in some quarters. A majority also think that institutions are increasing tuition out of concern for their own ‘bottom lines’ and could do more to manage funds without compromising quality or access. 

In an effort to distinguish between tuition increases that are caused by increases in spending, as contrasted to increases caused by cost-shifting, the Delta Cost Project has developed an aggregate measure of what it calls “education and related” (E&R) expenses per student. This is an average ‘full cost’ of operating expenses, including direct per student costs for instruction and student services, and a share of spending for

Notes: Higher education and corrections data include only state expenditures; Medicaid data includes the federal share. Corrections data includes federal and state prisoner, parole, and probation population, but the federal share is quite small (about 5%); jail populations are excluded (they are generally under local, not state, jurisdiction).

operations and maintenance, and academic and institutional support. Importantly, this excludes revenues and spending for sponsored research, auxiliary enterprises and hospitals. Looking at student tuition revenues as a share of E&R expenses, one can distinguish between price increases (the changes in tuition) as contrasted to costs (changes in E&R spending over time). This is done by looking at the subsidy share of costs—the amount of average costs that is subsidized by the institution (through state funds or philanthropy)—versus the student share of costs, paid by students in the form of tuition (or scholarships that pay for tuition).

For public research universities nationwide in 2010, the student share of E&R was around 56 percent, with the subsidy share making up the remaining 44 percent of costs, on average. This represents a substantial shift from just a decade earlier, when the student share of costs averaged just 38 percent. The subsidy share of costs for master’s institutions in 2010 was slightly higher than in the research sector, at 47 percent of costs, and highest in community colleges, at 64 percent of costs. However, the actual spending levels (until 2010) have historically been highest in the research sector. (See Table 2.) It should also be noted that there are considerable variations between states in their subsidy and tuition patterns.

The Delta data are based on institutional reports to the federal Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) system, and because they rely on expenditure data as well as revenues, they are roughly two years out of date. Since state funds have been reduced further since 2010, and tuitions have increased, it is important to consider that additional changes have already occurred. In the research sector, the student share is now likely closer to 60 percent on average, putting the state subsidy share in the arena of 40 percent of costs. While this subsidy share may be lower than it was twenty years ago, it is still far greater than what some university presidents claim it to be.

Prices are also going up faster than spending, creating a price/cost gap. This gap is biggest in community colleges, with net tuition revenue up 40 percent in 10 years, against spending reductions averaging nine percent per student, and state funding reductions of 20 percent per student. In both the comprehensive institutions and in the research sector, tuition

---

**FIGURE 5: COLLEGE PRICES GROWING**

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN COLLEGE STICKER PRICE AGAINST OTHER CONSUMER AREAS, 1999–2011

*Source: College Board, Trends in College Pricing for higher education sticker price data; Bureau of Labor Statistics for other consumer price information.*

**FIGURE 6: PUBLIC RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES**

**FIGURE 7: PUBLIC MASTER’S UNIVERSITIES**

**FIGURE 8: PUBLIC BACHELOR’S INSTITUTIONS**

**FIGURE 9: PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES**

Source for Figures 6-9: IPEDS Analytics: Delta Cost Project Database 1987–2010, 11-year matched set. Note that all figures are in 2010 constant dollars per FTE student.
Institutional Spending Trends

Until the 2008 recession, institutional spending patterns showed more evidence of cost shifting and budget balancing than cost reduction or restructuring. Over time, spending on instruction has declined slightly, and administrative and general support costs have increased. Lower division education has historically been a source of ‘cross-subsidy’ to upper division and graduate education, a spending practice that may be contributing to high rates of attrition in the first two years of college.

Up to the latest recession, there has been little evidence of permanent changes to the core cost structures within colleges and universities. When faced with constrained resources, institutions have focused instead on budget cutting, through across-the-board cuts, hiring freezes, shifts to temporary and part-time workers, and layoffs. “Base” budgets and the formulae used to build them have not materially changed, although they are often being ignored or set aside. This is true even in the majority of states with performance-based incentives in place, since fixed costs for benefits and inflation are funded before performance incentives, and in this environment the ‘new’ money has run out before performance is funded.

Analysis of spending patterns within public colleges and universities institutions shows little evidence either of increased spending on education and related expenses or cost cutting over the 2000-2010 period. (See Figure 10.) Expenditure data by function is not yet available for 2011 and 2012. It is quite possible that analysis of these additional years will show more evidence of deeper spending changes in some sectors. However, the pattern following all prior recessions has been for institutions to engage in cost shifting, to raise tuition rates to replace in whole or in part declines in state funds, rather than to significantly reduce spending to keep tuitions from rising.

There are some slight trends, however, that probably reflect deeper patterns. One is a tilt away from spending on instruction in public masters’ and community colleges, and a slight increase in spending on administrators and other professional titles. The decline in instructional spending is clearly related to the increase in the per-

### Table 3: Education and Related Funding Per FTE Among Public v. Private Research Universities, 1987 and 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1987</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>Average Annual Growth Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public research universities</td>
<td>$13,182</td>
<td>$15,925</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private research universities</td>
<td>$21,502</td>
<td>$35,354</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IPEDS Analytics: Delta Cost Project Database 1987-2010, 24-year matched set. Figures are adjusted for changes in full-time enrollment (FTE) and in CPI-adjusted constant 2010 dollars.
The percentage of part-time and adjunct faculty. The number of administrators as well as ‘professional/technical’ non-faculty has increased in all sectors. While these changes may not be driving college costs, they are a concern in many institutions because they occurred at the same time that full-time faculty positions were being lost, and student tuitions were going up. (See Figure 11.)

Institutional spending habits in public higher education have long suppressed spending at the lower division level (freshman and sophomore levels), in favor of higher spending for upper division (junior and senior levels), graduate and professional education, which tend to be more expensive (for example, due to smaller class sizes). These spending patterns were first developed in the public research universities, and from there imported to public masters’ and community colleges. They reflect both institutional habits and spending priorities for small class sizes and greater use of full-time faculty at upper division and graduate levels. They also reflect the organization of the curriculum, with fewer course titles and greater standardization of the curriculum in the entry level core courses.

Recent national data on spending by level of instruction is not available, as very few institutions and states monitor or publish such data. The National Study of Instructional Costs & Productivity conducted at the University of Delaware (nicknamed “The Delaware Study”) show that instructional level and discipline explain more about spending differences between institutions than any other variables. Four states do maintain detailed expenditure data: Ohio, Illinois, New York (SUNY), and Florida (4-year institutions). A meta-analysis of that data by the State Higher Education Executive Officers (SHEEO) in 2010 show these spending patterns, with lower division education accounting for 36 percent of all credits taken, against 23 percent of spending on instruction, whereas graduate education accounts for just 16 percent of the credits, against 32 percent of spending. On average, unit costs of upper division instruction are about one and a half times that of lower division instruction.

The pattern following all prior recessions has been for institutions to engage in cost shifting...rather than to significantly reduce spending to keep tuitions from rising.
of lower division instruction; spending on graduate education is four times that of lower division education. (See Table 4.) In some cases, the higher cost areas are paid with dedicated funding sources, such as higher tuitions for professional programs, or through endowments of faculty positions. But for the most part, the higher cost programs are supported through cross-subsidies, or a reallocation of funds from lowest cost, lower division courses to pay for the higher cost programs.

The internal patterns of cross-subsidies are problematic for several reasons. The first relates to spending and student success. Over 60 percent of attrition from higher education occurs in the first two years of study—where unit costs per student are lowest. (See Figure 12.) In many states and systems, students at this level are effectively “profit-centers” for the institutions—bringing in more money in enrollment-related revenues and tuition than is being spent on them. While it is not obvious that more spending alone would increase student success, the magnitude of the spending differences and the attrition patterns are too great to be ignored. Attention to increasing lower division success is at the center of a number of higher education reform initiatives, such as the work of Complete College America, a national nonprofit focused on increasing quality postsecondary education attainment, and to efforts to change budgeting to focus on student success rather than inputs alone. These experiments are discussed in more detail in the next section.

A second issue with cross-subsidies relates to tuition policy, and whether it is appropriate for public institutions to be charg-
Students more than is being spent on them. At a time when states were the primary source of subsidies for higher education, public funds paid for the higher spending on graduate education. That is changing now, with the rising share of revenues coming from student tuition. In many public four-year institutions, it is likely that lower division students are now paying more in tuition and fees alone (independent of living expenses) than is being spent on them. While some "cross-subsidization"

Another key driver of tuition increases is the rising cost of employee benefits, which is the fastest-growing area of spending in public higher education. Benefit costs per full-time employee are rising at an average rate of 5 percent per year in the public sector—more than twice the rate of increase in private nonprofit institutions. (These figures are taken from IPEDS data, so the split between pension costs and health care costs is not known, although for the 2000 period it is likely most of these increases were going to health insurance.) The underfunding of retirement systems and the growing unfunded liabilities in those areas will only increase cost pressures in the years ahead. (See Table 5.)

A special analysis of spending and options for productivity created by the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS) for the Lumina Foundation found that spending on employee benefits per FTE student (not employee) in 2008 averaged $3,153 in public masters’ institutions—compared to $3,923 in instructional salaries. One way of putting that into context is to frame it as a percentage of tuition and fees, which in 2008 were around $5,600 on average across the nation. In that context, with no new money from state funds, benefit increases of 5 percent per year will require perpetual increases in student tuitions of around 4 percent per year.

### Table 5: Changes in Employee Compensation, 2002–2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Salary outlay per employee</th>
<th>Benefit cost per full-time employee</th>
<th>Compensation per employee</th>
<th>Compensation per FTE student</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Institutions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>-0.2%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community colleges</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Private Institutions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the dynamics that makes benefit costs so problematic has to do with decision authority over them. Many states (an exact number is not known) determine benefits at the state level, and pass on the costs to the institutions. In many other states, benefits are determined through collective bargaining. Unless unions agree to changes in benefits through bargaining, it will be difficult, if not impossible, for states or institutions to unilaterally control this cost category. Further analysis should be done as to the impact of employee benefits on higher education costs and how to deal with the issue. If these employee benefit challenges are not fully addressed, many other higher education finance issues will continue to be a serious problem.

States Increasing Their Focus on Results and Performance-Based Budgeting

State budgeting practices have changed over time, and a number of states have experimented with and/or implemented some form of performance-based or outcomes-based budgeting models for higher education and other program areas.

State budgeting for public services has evolved over the last forty years from program-based systems (PBS), to formula-funding models, and now increasingly to performance, results or outcomes-based efforts. All of the models are predominantly incremental, with the base budget set based on prior year appropriations, and adjustments then made to account for "fixed costs," inflation, salary increases, workload (enrollment), and other priorities. In performance-based systems, at least in theory, adjustments to the base budget are based on evidence of improvements in select performance measures. Some states have well-established, mature performance measurement systems in place to help inform budgetary decision-making. Meanwhile, others are just starting to implement performance-based or results-based budgeting reforms.

In higher education, a performance-based budgeting approach means that public funding is allocated to institutions—at least in part—based on outcomes such as student retention or degree production instead of or in addition to traditional workload or output measures like enrollment. A survey of college and university business officers about budget practices and effectiveness conducted in 2011 by Inside Higher Education shows that public institutions report a combination of approaches, with over 75 percent characterizing the approaches as incremental, despite a growing percentage (around twenty percent) also experimenting with performance-based funding. The survey also asked CFOs about their perceptions of the effectiveness of their budget model. Without asking them precisely what they mean by 'effective,' a bare majority of the CFO's reported their systems to be 'effective' in the sole category of 'managing resources during good times.' When asked about how the models helped in using data, developing new business plans, helping them to set priorities, or managing resources during difficult times, less than 30 percent of CFOs reported that their budget models were 'effective.'

The trend in the past few years for state higher education funding has been away from adjusting base funds based on enrollments, to allocations based on some measure of performance or outcomes. Advocates of performance, results, or outcomes-based budgeting argue that funding on performance shifts incentives away from inputs or enrollments, to results.

Another key driver of tuition increases is the rising cost of employee benefits, which is the fastest-growing area of spending in public higher education. The history of performance or outcomes-based funding in higher education is mixed at best however.18 Early experiments with performance-based models in South Carolina and Tennessee died of their own weight, laden down by so many indicators that they lacked face value either with institutions or policy makers. These efforts were basically variations on formula- or cost-based models, with incentives added to enhance funding to institutions that met a variety of performance goals. These models have given way in the current environment to what many are calling performance-funding...
2.0, a “re-set” in effect, which is focused almost entirely on meeting state needs for increased student retention and degree production, with incentives provided to institutions that show progress in retention and graduation.¹⁹

Performance-based models are being promoted by a number of national and state-based organizations interested in increasing postsecondary attainment with reduced costs, including the Lumina Foundation, the National Governors Association, Complete College America, and NASBO. Their proponents argue that these models shift institutional incentives away from enrollments to results, such as credit hours or degrees completed. Skeptics about performance-based funding models raise questions about whether they might induce institutions to also reduce quality, and to pass on degrees to students without paying attention to learning results. Both sides recognize the need for more evidence about learning outcomes, and not just credit or degree production, if quality is to be maintained or increased under these new funding structures.

Use of performance-based funding models for higher education is growing increasingly popular at the state level. A recent study on developments in performance-based funding performed by HCM Strategists for the Lumina Foundation’s productivity initiative identified and reviewed performance funding models for higher education in six states or state systems. These included Indiana, Florida, Washington, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Tennessee. The study also highlighted other states in the process of adopting performance-based funding for colleges and universities, such as Colorado, Arizona, Illinois, Texas, Arkansas, and Mississippi.²⁰

Evolving Role of the Federal Government in Higher Education Finance

Although states have historically been the primary funders of higher education, the federal fiscal role is growing as tuitions increase. If current trends continue, in ten years the federal government could have a larger subsidy share invested in higher education in Pell grants alone than do states, whose budgets are increasingly being crowded out by Medicaid and K-12 education. At the federal government level, key leaders including the President have also been discussing policy changes involving increased accountability and making higher education more affordable.

Historically the federal role in higher education finance has been to pay for functions rather than for institutions, via contract and grant funding for research, through student financial aid grant programs, and via subsidies for federal loans. It provides relatively little direct aid to institutions. However, as student tuition revenues have grown, the federal role as an indirect but important source of subsidies for tuition is also growing. There are not good estimates of the proportion of tuition dollars that are effectively subsidized by the federal government through grant aid. Using estimates based on the Pell share of tuitions, roughly 20 percent of tuition revenue nationwide is currently supported with federal grant dollars. The federal share of tuition subsidy is highest in the community colleges (around 43 percent) where the Pell population is largest, and lowest in the private four year institutions (around 7 percent) where tuition rates are highest.²¹

As the federal interest and investment in higher education has grown, so also has federal interest in the public policy agenda for higher education, notably in the Obama administration’s interest in increasing higher education attainment and in controlling costs, and prior to that the Bush administration’s interest in improving public accountability. Both administrations have been advancing an agenda of stronger federal policy capacity for higher education, through goals for attainment and more aggressive enforcement of quality control via accreditation.

In 2012, President Obama proposed several new initiatives for higher education, designed to address rising college tuitions and to create incentives for states and institutions to control growth in tuitions. Among other provisions, the package included reallocation of federal campus-based aid programs to reward institutions showing progress in holding down tuition costs, as well as a $1 billion fund for the “Race to the Top: College Affordability and Completion” challenge to provide incentives to states to reform and reinvest in higher education to hold down tuition costs. Neither proposal made much progress in Congress, but the President reaffirmed his commitment to containing costs and increasing accountability of colleges and universities in his 2013 State of the Union address, again calling on lawmakers to begin tying certain federal financial aid to outcomes. The President also announced the launch of the U.S. Department of Education’s “College Scorecard,” an interactive tool to provide students and families with more information about the costs and benefits of higher education institutions across the country.

States should expect to see the federal government continue on this path toward a stronger policy role in postsecondary education, particularly around student success, accountability, quality, and productivity. However, with the federal budget situation as it is, states and institutions should probably not look to the federal government as the source of fiscal salvation for their public higher education funding challenges.
Part II: State Efforts to Improve Higher Education

Though much work lies ahead to address the key challenges facing state budgets and public higher education systems, many states have already begun to tackle some of the fundamental issues discussed in the previous section of this report. Strategies vary in their specific objective and design, but they all share a broader purpose to advance reforms that will help the higher education system better serve public interests. The strategies and reforms described in this section focus on funding based at least in part on performance, restricting tuition, expanding access, increasing cost efficiency, and improving information.

State budget directors and higher education budget analysts assembled twice in 2012, once in April and again in August, to discuss how states can leverage the budget process to better achieve the goals of the public higher education system. Support provided by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation helped bring together more than 40 state budget officers and staff members for the two meetings, along with NASBO staff and Jane Wellman, the founding Director of the Delta Cost Project, a non-profit organization devoted to developing data and policy tools to improve performance in the postsecondary education system. These sessions, along with subsequent discussions with state budget officers and other research, together informed the following overview highlighting state-led reforms and initiatives to improve postsecondary education through a variety of funding mechanisms.

Funding Performance and Results

One key trend observed among states is growing use of and interest in performance, results-focused, or outcomes-based state funding for colleges and universities.

Strategies vary in their specific objective and design, but they all share a broader purpose to advance reforms that will help the higher education system better serve public interests.

In recent years, a number of states have begun to shift from funding higher education based solely on outputs such as enrollment to funding based at least in part on key performance outcomes such as degree completion. For example, in Michigan, the legislature in 2012 increased state appropriations for public higher education by 3 percent, and these additional funds were completely tied to performance outcomes. In order to do this, the state conducted a three-year retrospective review to establish benchmarks and targets for select performance metrics, such as growth in degrees completed. While the use
of performance-based funding strategies is very young in the state, it has begun to change the dynamic between the state and its institutions of higher learning.

For decades, Tennessee has allocated a small percentage of higher education appropriations to institutions based on certain performance metrics. However, until recently, most state dollars were tied to enrollment. This changed with the passage of the Complete College Tennessee Act (CCTA) in 2010, which established an advanced, comprehensive outcomes-based funding formula for its higher education system. All public funding support for institutions is run through a performance model. The model is not "one-size-fits-all" however. The state understands that each type of school—community colleges, technical colleges, flagship university system—has a unique mission, and therefore also has a different outcomes model. Over years of developing this performance management system, the state has worked to define outcomes while allowing institutions to assign their own weights to various metrics. In order not to penalize institutions while this system was still under development and in flux, the state put in place a "hold harmless" feature whereby institutions would not lose any funding for failing to meet performance goals. However, this feature began to be phased out in 2011-2012 and is planned to be fully phased out for the 2013-2014 period. At that time, the state will begin to practice true outcomes-based budgeting, tying state funding to institutions’ outcomes in key areas, including how well they steer students towards science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) degree programs. Due to the administrative complexity of such a system, the state has a separate office and staff to operate the higher education budget on an annual basis, and also has developed advanced data systems to support the process.

Indiana first adopted a performance-based funding formula in 2003 with a research incentive, and the formula has continuously evolved over time. It is now a key method promoted by the state’s “Reaching Higher” strategic plan for public higher education, first adopted by the Indiana Commission for Higher Education in 2008 and updated earlier this year. The latest version of the strategic plan notes that Indiana began allocating five percent of overall state higher education funding based on a performance formula, and that the state’s 2011-13 biennial budget maintains this funding approach. Additionally, in response to a request from the legislature, the Commission also proposed a revised performance formula that will reward effective remediation, student persistence and completion, increases in workforce priority (STEM) fields, and on-time graduation, while also being tailored to each institution’s mission. The Commission officially adopted this new formula in August 2012 and will recommend to the legislature how to use it to distribute performance funding dollars.
Other states are looking to Tennessee and Indiana for inspiration as they embark on the path to improving performance through funding mechanisms. This fiscal year (FY 2013), New Mexico began setting aside five percent of higher education appropriations to be tied to performance. Rather than the standard enrollment formula, this performance funding is allocated based on course and degree completion, with additional funding incentives to reward institutions for degrees awarded in STEM and health care fields. Like Tennessee, New Mexico’s performance-funding formula also stays away from a “one-size-fits-all” approach, instead tailoring performance metrics to the particular missions of different postsecondary education institutions.

In South Dakota, the Board of Regents adopted a performance funding model that distributes $3 million in one-time appropriations from the state legislature based on performance, to be matched with the same amount from public universities’ base budgets. Specifically, the allocation of funds is based on cumulative data on graduate production over three years, with larger rewards for degrees at higher levels and in certain workforce-priority fields.24

Several governors have introduced proposals to increase postsecondary education attainment in their states through use of performance funding methods. The governor of Texas has recommended that the legislature tie 10 percent of state funding to the number of students an institution graduates. Utah’s governor has set mission-based performance funding for higher education as one of his administration’s legislative priorities to support his PACE Plan, which aims to ensure that 66 percent of the state’s adult population holds a postsecondary degree or certificate by 2020. In Ohio, the governor’s budget proposal for fiscal years 2014-2015 includes a new funding formula for higher education that links college graduation rates to campus funding aimed at increasing degree completion, along with other performance-based policy changes.25

The state of Washington still uses a funding formula tied to enrollment, but is in the process of exploring ways to tie funding to outcomes and promote STEM majors. Kentucky is also interested in moving towards performance funding. While the state does not yet have a formal system that ties funding to performance measures, it does track certain performance indicators to inform decision-making more broadly and make targeted investments where returns are likely to be high. For example, the state has institutions focus on encouraging college-dropouts who have completed at least 60 credit hours to return to school to complete their degrees. Meanwhile, Massachusetts, which has a highly decentralized higher education system, is using “Performance Incentive Grants” to make targeted investments by soliciting proposals from various public colleges and universities and rewarding the best ideas with funding support.

Restricting Tuition Increases
States have various levels of influence over tuition policy depending on the state university system’s governance structure, political dynamics, and other factors. Some have formal authority to set or restrict tuition levels, while others use indirect funding mechanisms to encourage institutions to limit tuition increases.

### Strategies Used to Restrict Tuition Increases

- Set tuition and fee levels through central coordinating board appointed by the governor.
- Buy down system’s tuition increase with a designated amount of general funds.
- Require institution to keep tuition increase below historical average in order to qualify for a pot of money set aside by the state.
- Require that undergraduate tuition increase not exceed historical average increase.
- Set maximum tuition increase allowed by institutions.
- Encourage institutions to find innovative ways to offer low-cost degree options for students.
- Establish guaranteed tuition plan to enable students to pay the same tuition rate for four years.
- Eliminate use of tuition set-asides for financial aid purposes and replace with a new or expanded state grant program.

For example, Kentucky has a central coordinating board, appointed by the governor, which sets tuition levels. The University of Wisconsin System is also governed by a Board of Regents, with the majority of its members appointed by the governor and subject to Senate confirmation, and must review and approve the system’s operating budgets and tuition rate increases. The University of North Carolina (UNC) Board of Governors, meanwhile, is made up of members elected by the state general assembly, and has the ability to set tuition policy. Beginning in the 2007-08 academic year, then UNC President Erskine Bowles proposed and the UNC Board of Governors approved a cap on annual increases in tuition and fees for undergraduate resident students of 6.5 percent, the average annual increase in tuition since 1972. However, this cap has not always been adhered to in recent years, and the Board of Governors’ latest tuition plan, approved in 2010, allows for one-time increases exceeding the cap when a campus can demonstrate a need to “catch up” to the tuition levels of similar institutions.26

While many states do not have much direct say in setting tuition policy, they can sometimes use funding strategies as enforcement mechanisms to incentivize institutions to limit tuition increases. States found this ability particularly critical to restricting tuition hikes during the recession in response to state funding

---

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE BUDGET OFFICERS
To prevent institutions from shifting a greater cost burden to students following the cuts, Michigan lawmakers implemented a higher education funding formula, not only to tie some funding to performance as discussed above, but also to create an incentive to limit tuition increases. More specifically, the state set aside a percentage of an institution’s state funding equal to the institution’s average percentage increase in tuition over the previous five years. In order to qualify to receive this pot of money, an institution could not raise tuition by more than the five-year average rate of increase for all state institutions. For fiscal year 2013, the state used a different method to restrict tuition rates, setting aside a pot of funding for which universities could compete. In order to qualify to receive these competitive funds, an institution’s tuition and fees percentage increase was required to be less than or equal to 4 percent. The funds were then distributed to each eligible institution based on how far below this limit the institution’s percentage increase in tuition and fees was. According to a staff member in the Michigan budget office, all public universities chose to participate in this competition and qualified for funding in fiscal year 2013.

Maryland provides an example of another approach to using funding strategies to encourage institutions to keep tuition rates down. The state negotiated an agreement with the higher education system whereby the system would cap tuition increases at a certain level and the state would buy down the system’s tuition increase by providing a certain amount of general funds. For instance, for the state’s FY 2012 budget, the state provided $9 million to ensure that tuition increased by no more than 3 percent.27

In multiple states, governors have called on public higher education institutions to find innovative ways to offer low-cost degree options to students. In Texas, the governor issued a challenge to institutions in 2011 to offer bachelor’s degree programs that cost $10,000 or less over four years. As of October 2012, ten public universities had already responded to the challenge by announcing or implementing a $10,000 degree option.28 Florida’s governor also recently issued a $10,000 degree challenge to the state’s university system.29

Some public colleges and universities have also set up guaranteed tuition programs that enable students to pay the same tuition rate for four years of undergraduate study to increase predictability, improve students’ ability to plan, and encourage on-time degree completion. For example, in 2004, all public colleges and universities in Illinois began making a tuition rate guarantee to new undergraduate students for four calendar years in accordance with legislation passed by the state.30 More recently, beginning in fall 2012, Northern Arizona University made such a pledge to incoming undergraduate students.31

The state of New York recently adopted another type of initiative aimed at restricting annual tuition increases and providing greater certainty to students and their families. For years, the State University of New York (SUNY) system’s tuition had been constrained through the state appropriations process. SUNY was not permitted to raise tuition rates except occasionally to replace cuts to state funding support. This would result in several years of stable tuition rates followed by a year or two of huge tuition hikes. SUNY’s new approach, adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2011, implements a “rational tuition policy” whereby smaller regular increases in SUNY tuition rates are permitted on an annual basis.

Another trend that can be observed in a growing number of states is public universities shifting away from earmarking a portion of tuition revenue from middle- and high-income students to fund financial aid for low-income students, as well as merit aid for high-achieving students. This “tuition set-aside” approach, widely used by private institutions, had become more common at public colleges and universities in recent decades as a way for institutions to accomplish their goal of enrolling both low-income and gifted students, without having to rely on state appropriations for aid programs. Not surprisingly, public debates over the fairness of this “tuition set-aside” practice, especially in light of fast-rising tuition costs, have arisen in several states. One example of this can be found in Iowa, where public universities began using tuition set-asides to fund financial aid in the 1980s. In October 2012, the state’s board of regents eliminated their practice of earmarking 20
percent of tuition revenue from in-state students for financial aid programs, which will bring down the sticker price of attending the state’s public universities by $1,000 per year. The board hopes to replace this financial aid funding source with a new statewide need-based grant program, which will require nearly $40 million in additional state appropriations. This shift away from tuition set-asides also aligns with states’ goal to enhance the financial transparency of their higher education institutions, discussed later in Part II.

Expanding Access
Another matter of great interest to state budget officers, as well as many other public officials, is preserving and expanding access to higher education, and ways to align this objective with the goals of increasing completion rates and other outcome measures.

STRATEGIES USED TO EXPAND ACCESS

- Award funding premium to institutions for graduating financially at-risk or nontraditional students.
- Steer more students to start postsecondary education at community colleges.
- Simplify and streamline transfer process from community college to four-year institutions.
- Add or expand need-based scholarship programs.

States recognize the benefits that performance funding can potentially offer, but also worry about unintended consequences of such reforms, as they could provide a disincentive to institutions to accept higher-need student groups. A key challenge will be: How can states fund colleges and universities based on performance measures such as completion rates, while at the same time reward these institutions for educating low-income, nontraditional, and other at-risk students? Tennessee had these very concerns in mind when establishing its performance funding system described above. The state knew it would have to create the right incentives and hold public institutions accountable for the quality of the education they provide, but also for their commitment to promoting college access. As such, the state awards a 40 percent funding premium to institutions for graduating nontraditional (adult) students from bachelor’s degree programs. In its new performance-based formula for higher education funding, New Mexico also included a funding incentive for institutions to award degrees to students defined as financially "at-risk," while the performance funding formula recently adopted by the Indiana Commission on Higher Education allocates about a third of the state’s performance funding to institutions based on low-income student persistence and completion. Also, to reduce student debt levels, particularly for low-income students, Tennessee has implemented reforms to steer more students towards starting their postsecondary education at community colleges and make it easier for them then to transfer to four-year institutions. According to the National Conference of State Legislatures, additional states, including Colorado, Indiana and Mississippi, also passed legislation in 2012 to make it easier for students to transfer credits among the public higher education institutions in their states. With a similar objective in mind, Michigan lawmakers created an incentive for universities to adopt policies and participate in programs that simplify the transfer process by establishing these as prerequisites to be eligible for the performance funding pot of money discussed earlier in this report.
Improving Useful Information about Higher Education

Spending and Results

In response to the fast-growing transparency movement in the public sector, state governments are aiming to provide more information to the public. The issue of transparency can relate to a variety of areas—transparency in performance indicators (such as graduation rates), transparency in revenues and expenditures, etc.

**STRATEGIES USED TO IMPROVE INFORMATION**

- Require institutions to submit detailed cost and performance information to state budget offices for use in decision-making.
- Establish standards for institutions to follow in disclosing key accountability and financial metrics to the public to make students and parents more informed consumers.

Well-guided efforts in the states to improve transparency are driven by goals similar to those behind performance funding. Both are based on a desire for greater accountability and better information for decision-making. The case for more transparency though tends to focus on increasing accountability and information for not only state officials, but also the public—particularly students and parents, the direct consumers of higher education institutions, as well as taxpayers. Of course, it is important to be aware of the differences between higher education performance indicators (such as graduation rates) that will be important to students, parents and policymakers and the data of interest to the general public and other groups.

For example, Indiana passed a law in 2011 resulting in the Financial Transparency Project, which requires Indiana’s public colleges and universities to submit audited financial statements and other financial documents to the state’s Commission for Higher Education to make sure this information is consolidated and easily accessible to the public. In addition, the Commission also called for greater college cost transparency aimed at educating students and families about the net price of attending Indiana colleges, partnering with state agencies and non-profit organizations to provide this information via a user-friendly web portal.35

Massachusetts’ Open Checkbook online database serves as another example of a recent state-led initiative to increase spending transparency for public higher education as well as all state government agencies. Michigan collects expenditure data from colleges and universities in a central database, and effective this fall, each state higher education institution will be required to post every expenditure and human resource record for public disclosure.
Increasing Cost-Efficiency

Certainly, the strategies highlighted above to fund performance, restrict tuition increases, expand access and improve information are all aimed in part at creating incentives for public higher education institutions to be more cost-efficient, but are primarily focused on improving performance, accountability, information and equity. This last section of Part II focuses on strategies intended first and foremost to cut costs and enhance productivity.

A number of states have leveraged technology to deliver more online education options. Launched over a decade ago, the Virginia Tech Math Emporium learning center—with hundreds of computer workstations and staff on-site to assist students enrolled in a number of courses—has served as the model for other institutions in how they deliver introductory mathematics courses. Maryland redesigned its system’s introductory courses so that some of them can be offered online, and also has an entire institution, University of Maryland University College, that focuses on distance and online learning. Budget officers from Maryland and Virginia both noted the need to gain buy-in from faculty in order for such initiatives to work. Maryland also pointed out that while delivering introductory courses online may not have necessarily been “cheaper,” this method did result in higher course pass rates than did the traditional in-person delivery method, and might therefore be more “cost-effective.” California’s governor recently urged the state’s two major public higher education systems to expand online learning and reduce costs, and reached an agreement with a private company to make available three introductory courses through a massive open online course (“MOOC”) format.

During the NASBO convenings, many states raised questions about how their peers support capital projects and promote deferred maintenance on college campuses, while at the same time discouraging wasteful or excessive spending on unnecessary facilities. South Dakota explained that the state requires public higher education institutions to direct 20 cents out of every tuition dollar to an infrastructure fund to support construction projects, since these are not funded by general fund appropriations. In addition, the state requires institutions to pay for any additional operating costs that result from campuses increasing their footprint, which in turn incentivizes universities to invest in deferred maintenance or repurpose existing facilities rather than undertake new construction when possible. Kentucky requires that institutions put all amenity and facility upgrade projects up to a vote by students to put a check on universities’ spending on non-academic activities. Under a higher education reform law, the state also conducts six-year expenditure forecasts to encourage a multiyear investment approach by institutions.

Some state cost-cutting strategies target reducing time until degree completion. Indiana passed a law recently mandating that all baccalaureate degree programs at public higher education institutions require no more than 120 credit hours without special approval from a state commission. Similarly, community colleges must require no more than 60 credit hours for associate degree program completion without special justification. Missouri’s governor developed the “Innovation Campus” grant program for public higher education institutions to create three-year degree tracks for some students, in part by helping students pay for college-level courses during high school. Meanwhile, Tennessee has sought ways to directly reward students who complete their degrees in four years. Remedial coursework has also become a common target for states trying to cut higher education costs and the time required for degree completion. Connecticut and Kansas both recently passed legislation to limit remedial courses delivered at higher education institutions, while New York and Missouri passed laws directing their states’ public higher education systems to study, identify, and implement best practices with respect to student remediation. Indiana’s “Reaching Higher” strategy for public higher education also calls for transforming remediation and identifies specific approaches to this, including expanding computer-assisted learning, akin to Virginia Tech’s Math Emporium model.

STRATEGIES USED TO INCREASE COST-EFFICIENCY

- Conduct multi-year expenditure forecasts to encourage long-term investments.
- Require student vote on all amenity and facility upgrades, and provide students information about the costs and additional revenue required for such upgrades.
- Create incentives to promote spending on deferred maintenance.
- Require institutions to set aside some tuition revenue for infrastructure projects.
- Offer more introductory courses online or in re-engineered formats.
- Limit number of credits that institutions can require for degree completion.
- Reward institutions and students to encourage on-time or accelerated degree completion.
- Restrict remediation coursework at four-year institutions and redesign remedial education.
- Realign institutional structures to capture administrative efficiency gains and avoid duplication.
- Establish entity(ies) to identify and recommend cost-cutting strategies.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE BUDGET OFFICERS
Part III: Opportunities for Change

As discussed throughout this paper, the nation’s public higher education system faces numerous challenges and changes—including potential growing demand, tough competition for state funds, an evolving role of the federal government, rising tuition and cost shifting, increasing non-academic spending and cross-subsidizing by institutions, and new state budgeting approaches. Current financing models are not sustainable and the imperative for change is evident. Based on background research and the state budget officer discussion summarized in the previous section, this analysis identifies several key areas where state budget offices, higher education institutions, and other state policy officials can work together to address some of these challenges. These opportunities for change to improve public higher education are presented in more detail below.

Using Performance Funding and a Focus on Results to Build Consensus on Goals

Performance funding approaches have emerged as a compelling strategy for states to exercise more influence over the priorities and outcomes of public higher education institutions. While many such methods are in the experimental stage and have their limitations, perhaps their greatest potential benefit at this point is in helping to align public goals with institutional missions, and to improve use of data to monitor student performance and retention.

A review of the literature, coupled with points shared during discussion with state budget officers, reveals that a number of states are increasingly applying performance funding approaches to budgetary decision-making in higher education. Analyses of the impacts of performance-based budgeting recently completed by Kevin Dougherty and Vikash Reddy at the Columbia University Center for Research on Community Colleges found that the most important effects have been:

- Greater awareness by institutions of state priorities and institutional performance;
- Improved use of data about performance by the institutions and the state; and
- Improvements in academic and student service policies and practices that promise to improve student outcomes. However, the authors also cautioned that there is—as yet—no evidence that performance-funding by itself leads to improved institutional outcomes. Similar conclusions were reached in an analysis of performance funding by Donna Desrochers for the National Association of System Heads. Desrochers looked at changes in graduation rates, credit hour accumulation, and degree/credential production for public two and four year institutions over the 2002-2009 period, and compared these to where performance funding had been implemented. She found that almost all states and sectors had seen improvements in their degree production, whether or not performance funding was in place, with some of the biggest gains occurring in states without performance funding. The weak relations between funding and performance may be because the experiments are relatively new, and it may be because the amount of money being ascribed to ‘performance’ is relatively small. Even in the strongest performance-based models, funding the ‘base’ budget, including fixed costs for employee benefits and cost of living, tend to take precedence over either enrollments or performance.

There is no evidence that performance-funding by itself leads to improved institutional outcomes.
Whether state appropriations comprise 10 percent or 90 percent of an institution’s general operating budget, the public identity of state colleges and universities should not be in question. If state investments in higher education over the last hundred or two hundred years are taken into account, along with a proper accounting of the institutional assets including lands and buildings, the balance sheet quickly tips back toward the state side. Public institutions are fiscally coming to look more like non-profit private institutions than state agencies, but this does not mean that their funding priorities should be advancing institutional rather than public purposes. Private non-profits are also chartered (and in many cases receive some public funds) to serve public purposes.

The changing fiscal identity of public higher education does raise the issue about how best to budget for and regulate institutions that receive substantial revenues from non-state resources, and operate in a competitive market with both for-profit and non-profit institutions. This again does not really distinguish higher education from some areas of state funding, in particular health care. But it does suggest the need for new approaches to setting expectations and managing performance in higher education, away from a focus on year-to-year budget balancing and more in the direction of an investment approach through multiple year strategies based on shared views about goals and results. The investment approach is further justified by the very function of higher education, a long-term investment expenditure, which yields returns to society and to individuals over many years.

An investment approach also requires states and higher education institutions to re-evaluate regulatory relationships between the institutions and state government, around issues of fund management and reserve policies, to encourage better institutional practice in managing costs over multiple years to both improve performance and to take pressure off of tuition increases. For example, available funds (either general fund only or general fund plus tuition) could be divided into several funding streams, such as basic operations, innovation, and infrastructure. The basic operations fund could be partially or fully performance-based. Innovation funds could be available through a competitive grant and/or loan process for institutions who propose creative ways to accelerate progress on their outcomes or achieve substantial cost savings. The infrastructure funds could be grants or loans to create system wide cost savings or improved outcomes. New funds would not be necessary to implement this strategy, but some new funds might help ease anxiety during the transition to the new approach. This approach also argues for updated and refined measures of the return on educational investments.

Some states have strengthened their policy capacity for higher education in the last decade, while others have
Discussion must be grounded in future goals for access, equity, certificate and degree production, and economic development.

moved in the opposite direction, through dismantling or neutering of the coordinating agencies, and by weakening the public systems and their boards. Many of the ‘flagship institutions’—always the most powerful politically in the states—have looked to cut their own deals with governors and legislators, asking for certain freedoms including tuition authority and exemption from certain state agency regulatory oversight in exchange for reduced public funding. In this environment, it is necessary that state governments stay actively engaged with public higher education institutions to set and achieve shared goals.

Changing finances justify changes in governance, to simultaneously decentralize and deregulate controls where appropriate, while also improving public accountability for both fiscal stewardship and academic performance. As state higher education funding declines—and along with it, state leverage over institutional direction and priorities—states will also need to think about whether they have the best structures in place to ensure the proper balance between how public needs and institutional interests are accounted for in the multi-faceted missions of public colleges and universities. Conversations about the financing of higher education should not primarily be about protecting institutions, or protecting jobs for college and university employees. Though these are still important considerations, discussion must be grounded in future goals for access, equity, certificate and degree production, and economic development. Performance funding strategies offer creative and innovative ways to ensure this is the case.

State and higher education officials, through effective strategic planning, can collaboratively identify the desired outcomes of each level of higher education, as well as each institution. Some outcomes (such as higher completion rates) may be common across states, while others may be more state-specific. As part of this process, state governments may also consider creating a charter or performance contract with each institution. The charter could include the outcomes and measures to be achieved, along with the funding methodology, incentives and other expectations of the institutions in return for funding and flexibilities the institution may request in order to meet the expectations in the charter. Each charter could include provisions unique to the institutions’ strengths or weaknesses, and serve as a way to track and report progress to stakeholders and the public.

As stiff competition for state funds is expected to continue, there will be an increasing need for higher education institutions to demonstrate to governors, lawmakers and the public how any increase in state appropriations will be used to improve outcomes associated with such goals. Performance funding can provide a structure to help meet this need, especially if coupled to broader efforts to improve financial and performance information, another opportunity for collaboration discussed in the next section.

Rationalizing Tuition Policy and Defining Appropriate Role for Student Tuition

Student tuition policies in public institutions should be based on a shared understanding of the appropriate role for tuition in relation to costs and benefits, and not just what the market will bear. States need to set policies that combat institutional incentives to raise tuition, overuse student fees, discount tuition, and increase out-of-state enrollment. High debt loads among recent graduates should also be a major public policy concern.\textsuperscript{41}
Tuition increases that are moderate, gradual and predictable, and accompanied with need-based aid, are preferable to big jumps in some years and none in others. Also, it may be appropriate to set higher prices for more expensive programs and at successive levels of educational attainment where the individual benefits from higher education are greatest. However, public institutions should not be charging students more on average than is being spent on them.

Consideration should be given to creating tuition trust funds that can be carried forward from year to year, to regularize tuition increases and make them more predictable for students and institutions. Institutions should be able to keep tuition reserves and interest earnings from them. At the same time, state policy makers and systems should not completely decentralize authority over tuition policy. Institutional incentives to raise tuition to compete with private institutions and to leverage markets are simply too strong.

The charging of fees by colleges and universities must also be rationalized. Fees ought to be user-defined, for specific purposes, and easily differentiated from tuition. Institutions should not be able to use fees as a loophole to circumvent restrictions on tuition policies imposed by states or to hide the true cost of attendance to prospective students and their parents.

In all types of public institutions, sticker prices—posted in-state tuitions for undergraduate students—are lower than either gross or average net tuition revenue per student. (See Table 6.) This is different from tuition discounting patterns among all types of private non-profit institutions, where sticker prices are higher than net revenues after discounting. Especially when faced with reductions in state support and pressure to hold down the in-state tuition rate, public colleges and universities seek other means to generate revenue. These include increasing out-of-state and international enrollments to get more ‘full-pay’ students, raising tuition rates on these nonresident students and raising incidental charges and user fees. Tuition discounts—estimated by the Delta Cost Project based on the difference between gross and net tuition revenues and how these compare to published sticker prices—are around 10-12 percent among public masters’ programs and community colleges, compared to 18 percent in the public research sector, and around 30 percent among private institutions. Some of those discounts are going to pay for need-based student aid—an increasingly controversial practice, as discussed in Part II of this report—but some are going to pay for tuition waivers, and other types of merit-based aid.

If such discounting practices were to be eliminated—or least substantially scaled back—tuition sticker prices could be reduced substantially. This is an outcome that both states and institutions may be able to support and work towards together.

Tuition increases that are moderate, gradual and predictable, and accompanied with need-based aid, are preferable to big jumps in some years and none in others.

Expanding/Preserving Access and Need-Based Financial Aid

Maximizing education access and attainment of a state’s population needs to be a key part of the mission of any public higher education system. State and higher education officials can work together to strengthen need-based grant aid programs—both at the state and institutional levels—and align accountability and performance incentives to encourage, not penalize, institutions to educate and graduate low-income and at-risk students. States can also partner with and determine how to invest more in community colleges and vocational and technical education schools.

States and institutions both recognize that in the context of this discussion around improving the higher education system, it is vital to remember that one of the core objectives of public colleges and universities must be preserving access to postsecondary education for all students—particularly those who are low-income or otherwise at-risk financially. Given the budgetary challenges at the federal level, states cannot depend on the federal government to pay for all—or even most—need-based aid in the future. Thus, finding ways to promote access must be part of any state solution to fix our system of public higher education.

Need-based student aid should ideally be funded from centrally managed state grants rather than through institutional tuition discounts or set-asides. Yet, states vary widely in the size and structure of their student grant programs, and few states have large, well-funded programs for need-based assistance. If state grants are not available, or are not adequate to meet needs, the practice of using tuition funds to pay for need-based aid may be a legitimate way to protect access despite rising tuitions. But institutions need to be held accountable for meeting student economic need as a higher priority than spending on merit aid, and the trend toward increased tuition discounting to pay for merit aid should ideally be reversed. States can also encourage institutions to accept and focus resources on higher-need students through a variety of funding mechanisms, akin to some of the strategies discussed in Part II of this report.

Also discussed in the previous section, some states have already taken steps to steer more students toward community colleges, a more affordable path for both those who end their formal education with an associate’s degree, have life situations that preclude full-time study at four-year institutions, or otherwise move on to
a four-year institution. Along with these initiatives, states are establishing rules that make it easier for students to transfer credits from community colleges to public four-year institutions. Moving forward, states may also consider making technical and vocational schools an investment priority, especially as this is an area where the United States lags other OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) countries in attainment.44

Developing Common Language and Metrics to Improve Information and Analysis

States and institutions use different measures to account for spending and changes over time—leading to real gaps in understanding about both revenues and spending. Sound decision-making—on the part of states, institutions, and consumers—requires reliable, consistent, and accessible information on revenues, expenditures, costs and benefits.

One of the unique problems facing higher education and state finance relates to language and to the ways that funds are counted. Higher education analysts at the state level look at higher education finance through the lens of state appropriations. Institutional analysts look at funding through the lens of their fund accounting systems and budgets. The differences between the two sides in language and in accounting metrics contribute to huge problems in communication, as the basic measures vary widely depending on what is counted and how funds are adjusted. The problem is compounded when national data sources are brought into the mix: the National Association of State Budget Officers, the State Higher Education Executives, Grapevine, and the Delta Cost Project all use different measures when looking at spending patterns over time.

As just one example, the following three facts are all true:

a. Nationwide, state appropriations for higher education more than tripled between 1987 and 2011—from $49,806 million nationwide in 1987 to $170,364 in 2011.45

b. When adjusted for inflation and enrollment, state spending for higher education increased by 21 percent between

---

### TABLE 6: PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION PRICES V. TUITION REVENUES (IN 2010 DOLLARS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dollars</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Dollars</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Research</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sticker Price</td>
<td>$4,526</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6,194</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Tuition</td>
<td>$8,513</td>
<td></td>
<td>$8,642</td>
<td></td>
<td>$8,974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Tuition</td>
<td>$5,469</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7,116</td>
<td></td>
<td>$8,811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition Discount</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Master’s</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sticker Price</td>
<td>$3,796</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5,014</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6,079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Tuition</td>
<td>$4,616</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5,999</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7,226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Tuition</td>
<td>$4,114</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5,365</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6,360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition Discount</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Bachelor’s</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sticker Price</td>
<td>$3,859</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4,875</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5,471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Tuition</td>
<td>$4,149</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5,525</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6,445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Tuition</td>
<td>$3,611</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4,759</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5,471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition Discount</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Community Colleges</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sticker Price</td>
<td>$1,830</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2,266</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2,421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Tuition</td>
<td>$2,506</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3,051</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3,403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Tuition</td>
<td>$2,324</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2,831</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3,269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition Discount</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: “Sticker Price” refers to average published full-time, in-state undergraduate tuition and fees; “Gross Tuition” refers to all revenues from tuition and fees before discounts; “Net Tuition” refers to all revenues from tuition and fees after discounts; and the “Tuition Discount” is an estimate of the extent to which institutions utilize tuition paid by some students to “discount” the tuition paid by others.

1987 and 2011—and spending in 2011 had fallen by 12 percent below spending levels in 2000.46

c. When looking ONLY at state general fund appropriations, adjusted for enrollments and inflation, state funding for higher education declined between 1987 and 2011 by 20 percent—far larger than declines in funding for any other state function.47

The difference between the measures is produced by adjustments for inflation and enrollment, and the inclusion of tuition and fee revenues inside state appropriations. They are all legitimate ways to look at patterns, but can produce very different conclusions about the role of the state in funding higher education.

Higher education analysts also typically adjust inflation using the higher education price index (HEPI) rather than the consumer price index (CPI). The HEPI is a measure of inflation for higher education that historically has increased at around 3.5 percent per year against average increases of the CPI of 2.4 percent. Whatever the analytical validity of the measure, it is viewed by state budget analysts and others as a way for institutions to justify budget requests because they spend more, and not because they need more. Many state finance officials are skeptical that higher education cost increases are justifiably higher than the rise in overall inflation. Fortunately, in an effort to find a better measure than the HEPI, the State Higher Education Executive Officers (SHEEO) has produced a third measure of inflation, the Higher Education Cost Adjustor (HECA). In the State Higher Education Finance (SHEF) reports produced annually by SHEEO, they also adjust figures for both the ‘enrollment mix’ of institutions and for local differences in the cost of living. The SHEF figures thus are different from either the figures produced by NASBO, which count tuition revenues, or the ones produced by the institutions, which do not adjust for enrollment mix or for local cost of living.

State budget officials and institutional leaders too often talk past one another in discussions about state finance and institutional costs. Regardless of questions and debates over what funding levels should be, the two sides should be able
to agree about basic facts for how to account for costs and revenues in higher education. Developing common terminology and cost metrics, and sharing cost and performance information so that it is transparent and consistent, can go a long way towards advancing the dialogue between state budget officials and higher education institutions and informing sound decision-making on both sides.

Improved, consistent information for consumers of higher education can also be a powerful tool for reform, especially when the information being shared is accessible and meaningful to the target audience. Better data on metrics such as completion rates, time-to-degree completion, and the average cost of a degree, presented in a clear, user-friendly manner, can be extremely valuable to students and their families and empower them to make informed decisions about where to attend college and how to budget for expenses.

**Improving Fiscal Management and Efficient Use of Resources**

Institutions must curb costs, as well as manage and spend resources wisely and effectively, to put public higher education on a sustainable fiscal path. Efficiency gains can be captured through strategies like shared administrative services, reducing duplication, streamlining application and enrollment processes, and leveraging new technologies. These efforts can also support (both directly and indirectly through freed-up resources) initiatives to restrict tuition increases, expand access, and improve institutional performance and financial information.

To the extent possible, state policy makers should consider supporting multi-year investment approaches to the financing of higher education that can be the basis for setting expectations about state funds, the role for student tuitions, and the place of cost control in meeting future funding needs. These changes are justified because state funds for higher education are more erratic than for other functions. Also, somewhat in contrast to spending for corrections, Medicaid and general government, spending for higher education is an investment expense which pays off in benefits over many years to society and to individuals. Investment approaches to funding are best approached from a multi-year rather than a year-to-year basis.

While the structure and function of statewide governance needs re-thinking in many states, the need for adopting a systems approach is greater than ever...
## Opportunities for Change

Highlighted below are key opportunities for states and higher education institutions to work together to improve public higher education.

### Using Performance Funding and a Focus on Results to Build Consensus on Goals

- Shift from a focus on year-to-year budget balancing to a multi-year investment approach based on shared views about goals and results.
- Simultaneously decentralize and deregulate controls where appropriate, while also improving public accountability for both fiscal stewardship and academic performance.
- Frame discussion about the financing of higher education around future goals for access, equity, certificate and degree production, and economic development.
- Use strategic planning, as well as performance contracts or charters, to identify the desired outcomes of each level of higher education and each institution.

### Rationalizing Tuition Policy and Defining Appropriate Role for Student Tuition

- Establish policies that encourage institutions to keep tuition rate increases moderate, gradual and predictable, and accompanied with need-based aid.
- Decrease instances of tuition discounting practices (using tuition paid by some students to “discount” the tuition paid by others), especially for merit-based aid.
- Set student fees that are user-defined, for specific purposes, and easily differentiated from tuition.

### Expanding/Preserving Access and Need-Based Financial Aid

- Fund need-based aid programs through centrally-managed state grants rather than through institutional tuition discounts or set-asides.
- Hold institutions accountable for meeting student economic need as a higher priority than spending on merit aid.
- Consider making technical and vocational schools an investment priority.

### Developing Common Language and Metrics to Improve Information and Analysis

- Build consensus among state government and higher education officials on how to account for and share financial and performance information.
- Present key metrics such as completion rates, time-to-degree completion, and the average cost of a degree, in a clear, user-friendly manner to better inform students and their families.

### Improving Fiscal Management and Efficient Use of Resources

- Support multi-year investment approaches to better set expectations about state funds and save money over time.
- Consolidate administrative functions where possible to capture efficiency gains.
- Collaborate between campuses and institutions to reduce duplication in certain academic areas.
Part IV: Conclusion and Next Steps

The financing challenges facing institutions of higher education are attributable to both state funding patterns and institutional spending habits. States are working to address fiscal challenges that extend beyond higher education. A number of analysts have commented on the need for comprehensive approaches to state budget ‘reform’ to address chronic and long-term fiscal issues (such as unfunded pension liabilities and increasing retiree health care costs) facing many states. Institutions should increase their attention to fund management and to student success, and to finding ways to increase efficiencies by reducing high cost and underperforming programs, by consolidating redundant and costly administrative structures, and by improving public transparency for their management of funds.

As discussed in Part I, the fiscal landscape for public higher education is challenging and complex. Enrollments are growing, and to meet future goals for increased degree attainment, they will need to continue to grow for the foreseeable future. Meanwhile, state expenditures for higher education have been declining on a per capita basis and as a percentage of state appropriations in recent years, but they still continue to be major source of operating revenue for public higher education institutions. As state funds have declined, institutions have sought more independence while also shifting costs on to student tuitions and fees. Tuitions are rising much more rapidly than spending, and while students are paying more, in many cases, less is being spent on them. Over time, spending on instruction has declined slightly, administrative and general support costs have increased, and institutions’ use of various “cross-subsidies” has grown increasingly common.

State government budgeting and financing practices have been evolving, and a growing number of states have experimented with and/or implemented some form of performance-based or outcomes-based budgeting models for higher education, as well as other spending areas. Adding another layer of complexity, although states have historically been the primary funders of higher education, the federal fiscal role has been growing as tuitions increase. Federal actions to reduce the deficit may well impact this trend line. However, if current trends continue, in ten years the federal government (through Pell grants alone) will have a larger subsidy share invested in higher education than do states, while states will be paying more of their money into Medicaid.

Some states have already been making great strides in addressing some of these challenges. These efforts, discussed in detail in Part II, entail a number of financing and management strategies focused on funding performance, restricting tuition increases, expanding access, improving information, and increasing cost-efficiency. These state-led strategies offer signs of progress towards addressing the short- and long-term challenges facing public higher education.

Much work still remains and a number of opportunities for collaboration between states and higher education institutions exist, as highlighted in Part III. Performance funding approaches have emerged as a compelling strategy for states to exercise more control over and build consensus on the goals of public higher education institutions, though this practice alone will not address the underlying cost structural problems facing this nation’s higher education sector. States can also work with institutions to define the appropriate role for tuition in relation to costs and benefits, and to combat institutional incentives to increase tuition sticker prices, overuse student fees, and increase out-of-state enrollment. In addition, need-based grant aid programs can be strengthened to the extent possible, both at the state and institutional levels. Measures to improve financial and performance information can help promote sound decision-making on the part of states, institutions, and consumers. And to put public higher education on a
sustainable fiscal path, institutions will need to increase cost-efficiency through approaches such as sharing administrative services, reducing duplication, streamlining application and enrollment processes, and leveraging new technologies. These efforts can also support (both directly and indirectly through freed-up resources) initiatives to improve institutional performance and financial information, restrict tuition increases and expand access.

However, it will take time for this larger agenda for reform to be developed, adopted and implemented. Not all priorities are equal, and some states will have different circumstances and objectives. As a state chooses which items to focus on first, taking the following steps may offer a good starting point:

- **Align public goals with higher education outcomes and institutional missions.** Through collaborative strategic planning, create measures for key outcomes and establish a process for institutions to report progress to stakeholders and the public.

- **Develop differential funding strategies for different institutions or sectors,** based on the contribution of those institutions to the public agenda, and in light of other resources available to them. In some states, that effectively will mean allocating more ‘new’ state dollars to public masters’ institutions than to either community colleges or research institutions, and allowing the research universities to increase tuitions. The decisions will be different in other states. Treating institutions or sectors equitably may not be the best use of funds in the years ahead.

- **Push a “re-set” button on formulae for building the base budget,** including old cost-based formulae and procedures for funding ‘fixed costs’ before workload or improvement, and move to funding over multiple years based on performance or outcomes as well as enrollments. New funding mechanisms need to create the right incentives and be tied to results such as greater degree attainment, reduced growth in tuition and fees, and reinvestment of ‘savings’ in innovations and in areas that are priorities for the institution and the state.

- **Fix the metrics.** State budget officials and institutional leaders too often talk past one another in discussions about state finance and institutional costs. Leaving aside issues of what funding levels should be, the two sides should be able to agree about basic facts for how to account for funds in higher education, including accountability metrics for spending and performance.

- **Control the growth in spending for employee benefits,** either through action by the state when state policies drive benefits, or through pressure on the institutional governing boards. If employee benefit cost growth is not reduced, all new funds going to higher education—and this increasingly means student tuition revenues—may have to go to pay for employee benefits, rather than increased capacity or quality.

In many cases, higher education finance may have to be reformed incrementally when opportunities for change present themselves. However, the urgent need to address the challenges faced by states and higher education institutions calls for action. As demonstrated by the information in this report, higher education finance policy changes can play an instrumental role in improving postsecondary education outcomes, while also putting public higher education on a sustainable fiscal path.
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